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congratulated MARINA and ALIK on the new year. She spoke 

of the future when JUNE grows up and mentioned several 

mutual friends, includingXMIKHAIL,XEUGENI, and}SIAVA. She 
said she saw TATIANAXSOITENKO (apparently) and ZAITSEVA. 

JO0_ Kel ALT 
10. A letter From ELLY (SOBOLEVA) to MARINA, 

dated November 1, 1962. She speaks of the coming session 

of school and mentions that age semana i (apparently) 

intends to write to MARINA and shé furnishes LUIDA'S/')a be7 nc! Vy 

address as Leningrad, Olginskaya Street 10-26. She said - 

it will not be difficult for her to go and see someone's 

mother. Asked MARINA to ask the comrade in detail as to 

where ahd how (not clear). She asked MARINA to 

send photos of the family. 

ll. A letter from ERIC TITOVIETS (friend of the 

OSWALDS in Minsk), dated January 28, 1961, in Minsk. ERIC 

mentioned that MARINA speaks pretty good English by now and 

probably uses some Bnglish words when writing Russian. He 

said JUNE probably looks like MARINA. Said MARINA was 

attractive, but he did not think ALIK was handsome. He 

suggested MARINA not read this part of the letter to ALIK. 

Pe heel #trhy 
12. A card written to MARINA OSWALD (when she 

lived in Minsk, Russia), from L. NA/TAROIONOVA, address 

Zaozenoya Number 6, Apartment 4, extending best wishes for 

May 1 and expresses a wish for a reply from MARINA. 

13. A note, undated, expressing remembrances to 

dear MARINA, ALIK and baby JUNE, signed Aun 
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